Rochiel Wallers is a Certified Feng Shui Consultant. She is an active
member of Feng Shui Institute International (FSII), Nevada Holistic
Chamber of Commerce (NHCC), and the International Feng Shui Guild
(IFSG). She is a graduate of the Feng Shui Institute of America (FSIA),
and has trained in Pyramid Feng Shui, Black Sect Tantric Buddhism,
Compass School, and Land Form since 1995. She is the first Feng Shui
practitioner to earn such combined credentials in the Las Vegas area.
This contributes to her demand and expertise in the field of Feng Shui.
She serves both residential and corporate clients.
As owner of Feng Shui-Design Solutions, Rochiel has a mission to inspire positive
change, harmonious living and continuous growth in her clients’ businesses and personal
lives. She is available for Feng Shui Consulting, Home Staging, and Holistic Interior
Decorating for the home and business.
Her extensive training in Feng Shui field has been combined with muscle testing,
psychology, quantum physics, building-biology, cultural anthropology, and primary
imaging. These cutting edge techniques are based on scientific research. It reveals an
individual’s reactions both positive and negative to their living and working environment.
Rochiel’s goal is to provide the most effective consultation for her clients, known as the
science of the “person-place connection.” Her primary focus is centered on the client and
their unique responses within an environment. This process identifies the specific interior
design solutions which best supports the client’s overall health and goals.
While serving private residences, Rochiel is also available for business consultations
where she expertly serves other professionals. Advisement is offered on new business
locations, floor plan design, traffic flow, harmonious furniture arrangements, signage,
lighting and colors that significantly enhance a business’s appearance and productivity.
Business consultations are popular with Architects, Interior Designers, Realtors®,
Developers, Health Care Facilities, Spas, Salons, Hotels, and Restaurants, just to name a
few.
Rochiel Wallers is a licensed real estate agent. Her informative workshops and home
staging consultations are popular with many real estate professionals. Her many years of
real estate experience combined with her extensive knowledge of Feng Shui and home
staging techniques help other real estate agents sell their properties for the best possible
price and best possible price and terms.
Go to www.fengshui-designsolutions.com or contact Rochiel directly at 702.354.6809 to
find out how Feng Shui can improve your life, home and business through her in-depth
personalized consultations, products, workshops, and classes today.

WHAT IS FENG SHUI & WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
Feng Shui is known as the “art of placement” and is a proactive and positive approach to
designing an environment to promote health, abundance and maximum well-being. The
literal translation in Chinese is "wind water.” Feng Shui is often misinterpreted as a
religion, cult or superstitious practice. Feng Shui is a very real solution today used by
people of many cultures to create the best overall environments in which to live and work.
Feng Shui is not about filling your home with Chinese idols, symbols or décor. The goal
of Feng Shui is to achieve healthy environment that is harmonious, inspiring, comfortable,
and balanced. When you have this in your living and working environments you begin to
experience positive changes in every aspect of your life.
Feng Shui is a study of science, art, biology, and psychology. Feng Shui identifies the
positive and negative effects an environment has on a person’s physical, mental and
emotional well-being. As many psychologists have said and most people would agree; we
are products of our environments. Our home and work environments have an enormous
impact on our state of mind and well-being. Many are familiar with the Winston
Churchill quote, "We shape our dwellings; thereafter our dwellings shape us." This is the
observation that states a profound architectural truth that applies to all buildings, public
and private. In the beginning, buildings reflect the qualities of the people who design and
construct them. Once built, the people who live and work in them take on the qualities of
the buildings they inhabit.
Feng Shui has been used by leaders such as Donald Trump, Oprah Winfrey, Steven
Spielberg, Tommy Hilfiger and top leading companies such as Virgin Airlines, Nike,
Bank of America, Morgan Stanley, Swiss Stock Exchange, Hilton Hotels, and Coca-Cola,
just to name a few.

“I don’t have to believe in Feng Shui,
I do it because it makes me money.”
-Donald Trump
Many people today spend an average of 80% to 90% of their time indoors. This is why
creating a healthy environment to live and work in is so important. The goal is to create
an empowering, connected and harmonious space that makes your life easier. The end
result is an optimum environment that supports your personal and business goals.
Prosperity and feeling good is directly related to the flow of energy in your environment.
Many Feng Shui schools practice and recognize common basic principles, such as, good
design flow, the balancing of yin and yang, and the five elements in an environment.
People often ask how do so many different methods being used by Feng Shui
practitioners get positive results, being that there are so many approaches that at times
conflict with each other in different schools of Feng Shui. The simple answer is a
person’s belief system, their personal intention, and applying the Feng Shui solutions that
resonate with them as your beliefs affect your reality.

Every one of us creates our reality based on both our unconscious and conscious beliefs.
This statement is both a metaphysical and a scientific fact. Where your intention goes,
energy flows.
As a Certified Professional Feng Shui Consultant, Rochiel believes in the importance of
studying and honoring all theories and teachings of Feng Shui. She believes it is in the
clients’ best interest to discern the nuances of their particular culture, customs, and values
first as Feng Shui creates positive change when it mirrors the client’s goals, personal
style, and belief system.
Have you ever walked into a home or business that just made you feel good as you
walked through the space? You felt uplifted, energized and happier than normal. You
knew something was different but you just could not put your finger on it. Well this is
what Feng Shui feels like when it is applied properly within an environment. When your
home or business contains this feel good energy it makes it easier for you to attract
success. People working and living in Feng Shui environments often feel less stressed,
more creative, productive and happier than normal. Feng Shui places you in better
harmony with yourself and your environment and this significantly helps you to enhance
your destiny and opportunities. The goal in Feng Shui is to improve your quality of life
and enable you to live and achieve your fullest life potential. It is all about feeling and
being the best you can be!
Customers and clients also feel better in Feng Shui environments. When you Feng Shui
your business, your clients will feel more strongly inclined to want to conduct business
with you over others. When you increase the energy in your space this vitality transfers to
not only to the people working in the environment but also to the potential clients. Clients
sense the positive energy and make the decision to do business with you over others. It is
all about how you feel and how others feel around you that will determine how successful
you are going to be. Prosperity and feeling good is directly related to the flow of energy
in your environment. Everyone wants to feel good!
Feng Shui works and has become a solution for many that wish to design the best overall
environments to live and work in. It is in demand and popular with people from many
backgrounds and cultures. Feng Shui applications and BENEFITS can vary depending
on the goals the client desires. You can promote weight loss or sell a home for the best
possible price and terms using Feng Shui principles. You can alleviate depression
and fatigue, create more career opportunities, and boost your self-esteem. You can
also enhance your relationships, improve your health, and boost your business’s
revenue, productivity, appearance, traffic and much more. The goal is to create an
empowering, harmonious, healthier, and friendlier space that simply makes life easier.
The end result is an optimum environment that supports your well-being and reflects
what is most important to you in your life.

Benefits of Holistic Interior Decorating Services
Holistic interior decorating is a very individualized decorating technique. It takes into consideration
the client’s Archityping results and elemental nature to create the healthiest environment possible to
live and work in. This technique supports the uniqueness of a person’s particular lifestyle, preferences
and goals. Holistic interior decorating addresses all five senses, alleviates fatigue, increases
productivity and mood, and improves overall health. When your environment fully engages all five
senses you will feel more supported, happier and connected to your space. Feng Shui Design Solutions
provides suggestions on different fabrics, textures, colors, scents, and sounds that will promote your
maximum well-being when incorporated and balanced within your environment.
When offering expert advisement on specific interior decor and furnishings a person’s elemental
nature must be determined. A person elemental nature is specific to them and there are essential
interior decorating considerations to be made depending on a client’s dominate elemental nature. This
elemental nature test is a popular holistic approach used to find out which elements, such as; Water,
Wood, Fire, Earth or Metal are dominant in a person’s current life experience and personality. An
Acupuncturist balances these elements within your body and a holistic interior decorator balances
these elements within your space to promote good health.
Beverly Payeff-Massey is the developer of Image Diagnostics. She developed primary imaging in
1999; her work on this imaging diagnostic technique, called “Archityping”, is scientifically founded
and based on research she was involved in at the Harvard University’s Medical Field. The Archityping
technique is used to identify how a person feels both a positively and negatively in different spaces.
Using this technique helps a person to understand their physically feelings related to a space. This
tool is used to help a client chose and create environments that will best support them. You will
receive a holistic interior decorating report that will share with you all the essential components that
should be considered or introduced into your home or work environment to support your specific
needs in relations to your elemental nature and Archityping results.
Holistic interior decorating includes an evaluation of a home or business’s interior electromagnetic
fields. This is especially important in determining proper furniture placement as it is important not to
sleep, sit or work in locations that contain high electromagnetic readings as a proactive health
precaution. Dr. David Carpenter, Dean at the School of Public Health, State University of New York
believes it is likely that up to 30% of all childhood cancers come from exposure to EMF’s. The
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) warns "There is reason for concern" and advises prudent
avoidance of high electromagnetic energy.
Environmental lighting applications are evaluated and addressed in-depth. Medical evidence has
shown that full spectrum lighting has been proven to successfully treat SADS disorder, decrease
fatigue, improve mood and counteract radiation from computer terminals, just to name a few. It is
vitally important to apply the proper lighting in areas where you work the most. Feng Shui Design
Solutions has information from the highest quality full spectrum lighting distributors in the market.
Full spectrum lighting is not currently regulated so the standards vary as does the quality of full
spectrum lighting. Feng Shui Design Solutions will educate you in the differences so you can be sure
to get the best possible lighting for your environment to support your desired health benefits.
Feng Shui-Design Solutions is a registered wholesaler buyer at The Las Vegas World Market and
other popular interior decor wholesale companies around the world. You can utilize our holistic
interior decorating expertise and also take advantage of our wholesale pricing power. This will save
you thousands! You can bypass retail pricing and use Feng Shui-Design Solutions to get wholesale
pricing up front and receive FREE holistic interior design advice. You can simply pay a flat rate per
job or a $200 hourly rate with a 2 hour minimum for this service. Call 702.354.6809 to find out more.

Benefits of a Residential Feng Shui Consultation
Did you know that you can promote weight loss, improve your overall health, and alleviate
fatigue using Feng Shui? Feng Shui identifies health hazards within a home and decreases
exposure of occupants to hazardous conditions. Feng Shui gets you focused and organized which
helps to create more opportunities and boosts self-esteem. You can also enhance your
relationships, and improve your wealth. Feng Shui creates an empowering, harmonious, and
healthier space that makes your life easier. The end result is an optimum environment that greatly
enhances your destiny by supporting your overall well-being and personal goals. Feng Shui is
used by numerous top business leaders and companies around the world such as Donald Trump,
Oprah Winfrey, Bank of America, Morgan Stanley, Hilton Hotels, and Coca-Cola.
Below is a list on what you receive with a Residential

Feng Shui Consultation

1. You will receive a 14 page Feng Shui Support Handbook upon arrival. You will also receive a
detailed written personalized report prepared for you after your onsite consultation.
2. The three most important goals you would like to achieve in your life and home will be
addressed. Solutions will be provided in your report to achieve these desired benefits and goals.
3. You will receive a personalized Bagua prepared for you as it relates to your home's unique floor
plan and layout.
4. Recommendations will be provided to enhance the Bagua areas of your home to see improvement
in areas that are important to you. A Bagua is an energetic map of nine different aspects of life. A
Bagua is a Feng Shui map used to identify problem areas in a home or simply locate areas that
you would like to see improvement or add some enhancements.
5. A detailed evaluation is done on the rooms that have the most impact on your well-being.
6. Recommendations will be provided to balance the elements in your home, based on your
individual elemental testing results. These results are unique to you.
7. An evaluation is done on the colors and lighting in your home. Recommendations will be
provided based on current color therapy and lighting research which is supported by
Harvard studies and Military research.
8. Solutions will be provided to decrease stress and organize clutter to allow for better flow.
9. An evaluation is done on art work and symbolism present in your home's decor.
10. An evaluation is done on landscape design at your home's entrance.
11. An evaluation of furniture placement is done in order to support the most harmonious flow.
12. Testing will be done on the electromagnetic readings in your home to identify problems areas and
provide proper recommendations for best protecting your health.
13. You will receive 60 days of unlimited e-mail and phone support and a 3 month follow-up.
Rate for a 2 hour onsite Las Vegas Residential Consultation is ONLY $299!
For those in remote locations you can cover travel expenses for an onsite consult or chose an
Phone-Online Residential Feng Shui consultation. Just send a copy of your homes floor plan and
photo images of your home for evaluation. Phone-Online Residential Consults are also only $299.
Feng Shui Testimonials

I am one of those testimonials that sound too good to be true. But it IS true, and I AM a real
person. I am writing because I was so amazed at how dramatically and how quickly Rochiel’s
suggestions have shown results in my life. I have used Feng Shui in the past...but Rochiel is who
I feel is a “Master” in Feng Shui and should be taken seriously. It’s like I won the dream come
true lotto. Eternal Thanks Rochiel -Giovanna Godard, NYC
Contact Feng Shui Design Solutions at 702.354.6809

www.fengshui-designsolutions.com

Benefits of a Business Feng Shui Consultation
Did you know that you can alleviate fatigue and decrease stress at work using Feng Shui? Feng Shui
gets you focused on your business goals and organized which helps create more opportunities. You
can also enhance your business relationships, and improve your health. Feng Shui creates an
empowering, harmonious, and healthier space that makes your life and business run more smoothly.
The end result is an optimum environment that greatly enhances your destiny by supporting your
goals. By applying Feng Shui principles businesses can minimize loses and increase profits. Only
recently has the practice of Feng Shui entered the mainstream of western business. Moguls such as
Donald Trump have employed Feng Shui masters to increase the flow of traffic into his businesses.
“I don’t have to believe in Feng Shui, I do it because it makes me money.”- Donald Trump
Below is a list on what you receive with a Business

Feng Shui Consultation

1. You will receive a 14 page Feng Shui Support Handbook upon arrival. You will also receive a
detailed written personalized report prepared for you after your onsite consultation.
2. An evaluation is done on your business’s main entrance, surrounding topography, signage, client flow,
and traffic.
3. Your three most important goals you would like to accomplish will be discussed in relationship to
your business. Solutions will be provided in your report to achieve these desired benefits and goals.
4. You will receive a personalized Bagua prepared for you as it relates to your business’s unique floor
plan.
5. Recommendations will be provided to enhance the bagua areas of your business that are specifically
important to you. A Bagua is an energetic map of nine different aspects of life. A Bagua is a Feng
Shui map used to identify problem areas in a floor plan or simply locate areas easily you would like to
see improvement in.
6. A detailed evaluation is done on your business’s layout and desk placement.
7. Recommendations will be provided to balance certain elements in your business for increased flow
and prosperity.
8. An evaluation is done on the colors and lighting in your business. Recommendations will be provided
based on current color therapy and lighting research to increase your business’s appearance, traffic,
and revenue. This research is supported by Harvard studies and Military research.
9. Solutions will be provided to decrease stress and organize clutter to increase productivity.
10. An evaluation is done on art work and symbolism present in your business’s decor.
11. An evaluation is done on landscape design around your business.
12. An evaluation is done on furniture arrangements and suggestions are given for creating the most
harmonious flow and productivity.
13. Testing will be done on the electro magnetic readings in your business to identify problems areas and
provide proper recommendations in order to best protecting your health.
14. You will receive 60 days of unlimited e-mail and phone support and a 3 month follow-up.
Rate for a 2 hour Las Vegas Business Consultation is ONLY $399!
Feng Shui Testimonials
Three years ago, my life was in disarray; I needed a life changing event. I was going through divorce
and my business was going down hill financially. After my Feng Shui consultation with Rochiel, my
business took a turn for the best and my divorce was settled within 90 days.
- Peter Argyris, Business Entrepreneur
Contact Certified Feng Shui Consultant Rochiel Wallers at 702.354.6809 or go directly to
www.fengshui-designsolutions.com and find out how Feng Shui can improve your business and life.

Benefits of a New Location Feng Shui Consult
Feng Shui identifies health hazards within or around a location and decreases exposure to
hazardous conditions. This service is used to find the best location and layout for a potential new
home or business. This consultation is used to avoid costly mistakes before you spend your hardearned money. All recommendations are based upon the best floor plan layout, location,
preferred lifestyle and the achievement of your overall goals. Whether you’re looking to improve
your relationships or wealth it is important to have a feng shui consultant review your different
floor plans and potential new sites that you maybe considering before you make a purchase. You
want to make sure that you have chosen the optimum environment that will enhance your quality
of life and overall well-being.
Below is a list on what you receive with a New

Location Feng Shui Consultation

1. An evaluation will be done on different locations and interior floor plan lay outs which will

identify costly problems early on as well as potential health hazards.
2. An evaluation is done on the advantages or disadvantages of the surrounding land topography and
3.
4.
5.
6.

community layouts of different sites.
An evaluation is done on the different main entrances of the new home or business to ensure the
best impression is given to clients and / or neighbors.
Testing is done on the electromagnetic fields within and around the home or business you maybe
considering. This identifies the best possible location for your health and well-being.
Advisement is provided for the arrangement of furnishings and décor in the new environment to
achieve the best flow and support your overall personal goals.
An evaluation is done on traffic and flow within the surrounding area, as well as how
environmental aspects of nearby buildings and other influences can either help or hurt you. You
will receive 60 days of unlimited e-mail and phone support.
Rate is $150 an hour with a 2 hour minimum is ONLY $299!
Feng Shui Testimonials
Three years ago, my life was in disarray; I needed a life changing event. I was going through
divorce and my business was going down hill financially. I met Rochiel Wallers and learned with
in weeks how Feng Shui could benefit and improve my quality of life. After my Feng Shui
consultation with Rochiel, my business took a turn for the best - I sold some problematic real
estate to buy more profitable properties - a change I was never ready to make because of fears and
uncertainty. Recently I bought a new home in the Las Vegas area and requested Rochiel as my
Feng Shui Consultant as I want to ensure I continue to achieve more positive results.
- Peter Argyris, Business Entrepreneur
Feng Shui is used by numerous top business leaders and companies around the world.
“I don’t have to believe in Feng Shui, I do it because it makes me money.”- Donald Trump

Contact Certified Feng Shui Consultant Rochiel Wallers at 702.354.6809 or go to
www.fengshui-designsolutions.com to find out how Feng Shui can improve your life, home,
and business through her in-depth personalized consultation today.

Benefits of a Home Staging Consultation
Home staging consultations are a must in this market. Did you know that 76% of Realtors®
recommend that a home be staged properly for sale before placing a listing in the MLS. This is
because home staging saves valuable time and money. The 2003 Home Gain survey showed the
cost of home staging showed a 169% return on investment. A professionally staged home
incorporates simple touches which balance a room which makes it more visually appealing. This
enables potential home buyers to visualize and connect to the positive feelings of living in the
home. Potential buyers will tend to stay longer in a staged home and consider these homes more
over others as they simply feel better to them. Staged homes stand out from the competition and
therefore sell faster and for more money in most markets. Staged homes convey the impression of
value and feel well taken care of to visiting Realtors, potential buyers, appraisers, and inspectors.
When you professional stage a home it is a very small investment with very high returns. U.S.
Housing and Urban Development statistical reports and information have shown that staged
homes nationally sell 50% quicker and for 17% percent more than homes that have not been
staged. Those whom do not stage a home for sale find they have to greatly reduce their price and
losing enormous amounts of time and money before their homes sell which causes stress and
costs thousands of unexpected extra dollars.
Below is a list on what you receive with a Home Staging Consultation
1. You will receive a detailed written home staging report prepared for you after your onsite
consultation. This will list the most powerful areas in which to implement key pieces or add-ons
to show your home in the best possible light.
2. A detailed evaluation is done on your home’s main entrance. This is the first impression to
potential buyers. Buyers form an opinion of your home in the first 15 seconds. We make sure it’s
positive!
3. An evaluation is done on the colors and lighting currently in your home. Recommendations will
be provided based on current color therapy and lighting research. This research is supported by
Harvard studies and Military research.
4. Some current furnishings, décor, and photos will be tagged for storage and suggestions will be
given to create the most harmonious flow. This will allow your home to show in the best possible
condition to potential buyers. You can make the recommended repairs and store your tagged
items yourself and save thousands. If you wish to hire outside services you will be provided with
recommendations for home repairs, movers, storage facilities, and painters.
5. Solutions will be provided to organize the space and allow for a better feel and flow and a space
clearing will be done on the property to prepare it for sale.
6. An evaluation is done on all major art work and symbolism present in your home’s décor.
Suggestions will be given to remove or change placement of certain art to ensure your home is
sending positive messages to all prospective buyers. A Certified Feng Shui home staging
consultant is able to identify many subconscious messages your home is sending out that you may
not be aware of. This will be explained during your onsite appointment.
7. An evaluation is done on landscape, exterior paint condition, interior paint condition and color, as
well as your homes overall cosmetics and design. Solutions will be provided to make sure the
home is staged properly to ensure it will be desirable to all prospective buyers.
8. You will receive unlimited e-mail and phone support.
Rate for a 2 hour Home Staging Consultation is ONLY $299!
Contact Certified Feng Shui Consultant Rochiel Wallers at 702.354.6809 or go to
www.fengshui-designsolutions.com to find out how Feng Shui Home Staging can help you to sell
your home quicker in a competitive market through her in-depth personalized consultation today.

Is Your Listings Not Selling?
WHY REALTORS® SHOULD HOME STAGE PROPERTIES WITH

Feng Shui-Design Solutions
¾ Realtors get more satisfied clients and increase their referral base.
¾ Realtors close more transactions when a home shows well. Home Staging multiplies the
Realtors sellers and buyers; which is working smarter not harder.
¾ Within 15 seconds a buyers form an opinion about a home, Home Staging makes sure it
is a positive opinion.
¾ Home Staging allows you to negotiate from a power position.
¾ Home Staging gives you better photos to show which brings in more buyers.
¾ U.S. Housing and Urban Development statistical reports and information have shown that
staged homes nationally sell 50% quicker and for 17% percent more than homes that
have not been staged.
¾ The 2003 Home Gain survey showed the cost of Home Staging averaged a 169% return.
¾ Top selling Realtors® put their money where it works best. Realtors should not promise a
customer’s a paid doc fee, appraisal fee or a garage door opener to get business. Realtors
should however invest money in staging their homes for sale. The Realtor is only paid
when the home sells. When a Home Staging consultation is included by Realtors with
every listing it ensures the home shows well to sell quickly and ensures the Realtors are
not wasting their valuable marketing dollars.

¾ Join our affiliation benefits program. You can earn extra income by referring services
provided by Feng Shui–Design Solutions and our company is a preferred member of the
GLVAR membership benefits program. As an affiliate member Realtors® also receive a
member discount of $100 off any Home Staging consultation for their listings.

Contact Certified Feng Shui Consultant Rochiel Wallers FSII at 702.354.6809 to
find out how Feng Shui Home Staging can help you to sell you home quicker in a
competitive market through her in-depth personalized Home Staging Consultation
today.

Workshops and Classes Available
Popular workshops are Realtor® Information Workshops performed at a Brokerage on
Feng Shui 101 Basics and how to overcome Feng Shui objections with the sale of a home
or business. Many Realtors find the Feng Shui and Home Staging classes’ valuable as
this is where knowledge can be gained on the best Home Staging Techniques that sell
homes quickly and for the best possible price and terms.
Workshops can also include, but are not limited to, private groups or parties who would
like to better understand general Feng Shui principles and learn techniques that can be
used and applied to a home or business to promote maximum well-being. These
workshops or classes can be hosted at an individual’s home or business.
Rates vary on workshop and classes depending upon subject and size of group. Contact
Rochiel directly at rochiel@fengshui-designsolutions.com to discuss your specific
workshop needs.

Space Clearing Consultations
Space clearing is a very effective way of clearing and rebalancing the energy in a space to
leave you with a completely fresh start. This is a popular consultation done before
moving into a new home or if you have recently suffered a loss.
Space clearing freshens and revitalizes your home or business. This creates a positive
affect on the environment in which you live or work.
Space clearing can be done with salt, burning of sage, aromatherapy mixtures designed to
clear and harmonize a space, bells and chimes just to name a few. The history of the
space should be evaluated by your Feng Shui Professional to determine the best space
clearing technique for your situation.
Rate for a home or business space clearing is $150 an hour with a 2 hour minimum
Contact Certified Feng Shui Consultant Rochiel Wallers at 702.354.6809 or go
directly to www.fengshui-designsolutions.com to find out how Feng Shui can improve your
life, home, and business through her variety of consulting services and classes offered.

Feng Shui Design Solutions carries a variety of great Holistic
Products and Decor that will enhance any home or business.
Looking for Holistic décor, products or gifts? Try our innovative space saving aquariums
called the “Living Art Fish Tank’ to increase your wealth and good luck. They
compliment any existing home or business décor with over 200 custom styles to choose
from. You can also view from a variety of Feng Shui products, fountains, Zen gardens,
and salt candles at our full service website.
Want to get more informed on Feng Shui or Holistic Interior Decorating? Try our
inexpensive e-book titled “The Secret of Feng Shui Living”; or try out our online
elemental testing and receive a detailed personalized Feng Shui report for only $24.99!
You can view and purchase any of these great products directly at our website.

www.fengshui-designsolutions.com

